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Games are a natural part of the human desire to test yourself. They are structured 
activities that include as key elements: goals, rules, challenge, complexity and interaction. 
Games are an effective way to learn and develop mastery, but this is not their only result.  
Play is often a spontaneous activity that’s associated with enjoyment and pleasure. When 
games and play combine they engage every element of our humanness.  
 
I love playing games to win! To win is the ultimate expression of playing games – but not 
the only result. In the purest game, a loss of time and space can occur that produces a 
profound connection with yourself and others. You experience living in multiple worlds  – 
all at once. This is why when you play games, feelings of completeness and love can 
occur. 
 
The most perplexing part of playing games is figuring out how to win. Infinite hours of 
energy is spent on strategy, design, practice, training and competing to ‘crack the 
formula’. But just when you have the answer it slowly fades away, time after time. Of 
course there is a formula - knowing which games you can and cannot play. To perform at 
this level you will need to understand the fundamental nature of human beings and sport. 
Only then can you truly experience the meaning of winning.     
 
 
Dedication 
Change in the human world is a gruelling affair and rarely a colourful breakthrough 
‘caterpillar-to-butterfly’ story. In that spirit, this book is dedicated to my father and 
mother, Bill and Mary, who represent all that is inherent in human change: resistance, 
stress, attack, barriers, isolation, defiance, regression, ridicule and renewal. 
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The possibility for an organisation, team or player to grow, develop 
and perform to their full potential will never be greater than the 

quality of its leadership. 
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Prologue  
 
Think for a moment about a sports organization or business in which you work in or have 
a vested interest. Consider its present-day structure and all the elements that contribute 
to its existence: from human personnel, to the technical systems, the buildings to the 
local culture.  
 
Now go back 5 years, 10 years, 25 years, 50 years, 100 years or even 200 years. From 
whatever point you choose in the past you will notice that all its elements have developed 
and changed year after year, slowly evolving over decades. No doubt it has undergone 
many changes from generation to generation, with peaks and troughs, innovations and 
stagnations, and much restructuring. Some changes have been small ‘fine-tune’ 
adjustments, others  singular ‘breakthrough’ moments, still others somewhere in between. 
Rarely, though, do organisations undergo a complete wholesale revolution or ‘quantum 
leap’ change of epic proportions. At this point in the history of humans we are not 
capable of withstanding such radical shifts on multiple levels (environmental, biochemical 
and socio-cultural) all at once. The fact we can’t is actually a mechanism to help protect us 
and make sense of our world. 
 
Change is a relatively slow and painful process – if it occurs at all. Some expert 
practitioners and psychologists will tell you that we only engage in change for two 
reasons: fear of the negative consequences if we do not, and the desire to ’break 
through’ and achieve something new. Interestingly only 1 per cent of the population is in 
the latter category*. Simply put, we tend to stay with what we know no matter what, 
unless we really have little choice. To prove how hard it is to change our thinking and 
behaviour just think about any socio-cultural topic (race, religion, ethnicity or gender) or 
something we have to do to improve our lives (the dreaded workout). Or in our case, how 
leadership solves problems in sport, and how slowly practices, approaches and 
methodologies change. 
 
Some people, systems, organisations and philosophies don’t change, while others 
naturally do with the times. When change occurs, the ways people behave and see reality 
do as well. What was once considered impossible becomes achievable, and mysterious is 
demystified. 
 
You might think that human development, change and evolution have nothing to do with 
leading in modern sporting and other organisations. Think again. Sport is like every other 
human endeavour. The game you played and won today may very well be a different 
game and meaning of winning tomorrow; more so in the twenty-first century environment 
of accelerated change. 
 
Over 60,000 books about leadership have been written from 1960 to the present day*. 
Thousands more have been written about leadership in sport, ‘the best coaching strategy 
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and tactics’, ‘ultimate competitive psychology’, ‘achieve the perfect skills and technique’ 
or ‘the ultimate guide to winning’. This book is what U.S. baseball refers to as ‘coming at 
you from left field’ (a lonely, remote position away from centre of action). It’s different 
from mainstream perspectives, as it is the first to suggest a multiplistic approach to 
leading in sport. It unifies the fundamentals of science and human behavior with the 
sports industry’s specific demands. It’s very much aligned with the world we live in today: 
one of accelerated change and increasing complexity. In this environment leaders need a 
bit more than just good old ‘nuts and bolts’ to organise, manage, train, develop, 
compete and win. 
 
This book  goes beyond philosophy and into the action of how things really work, driven 
always by the human component of performance. Most importantly this is not a guide of 
random, popular practices that I’ve chosen by popular demand, which would be 
repetitive ‘old thinking’ of which you would soon tire. My intention is for this book to help 
next-generation leaders to:  
 

1. Improve and develop with the natural evolution of their game. 
2. Solve the most difficult problems in sport and deliver sustainable strategies.  
3. Trigger critical thinking and reflection about their role. 
4. Encourage informed debate about issues/challenges/problems in the industry. 
5. Provide  ‘adaptive value’ (meaning you can use this as a reference or guide for next 

5, 20, 50 years).  
6. Demystify the myths about performance and ‘one size fits all’ leadership 

approaches and practices.  
7. Understand the high-level strategic picture and make leading in sport clear (i.e. 

reduce complexity, solve problems and deliver opportunities). 
8. Build sustainable organisations, clubs and activities. 
9. Help leaders make sense of the human element of sport. 
10. Accelerate the path for leaders in sport to develop mastery. 
11. Understand that sport is about nuances and contexts. 
12. Make the transition from player to coach.   

 
Entering the twenty-first century, there has never been a better time in the history of sport 
to lead and develop the potential of organisations, players and teams. We are living in a 
moment of tremendous resources and incredible opportunity. At the same time, the 
environment in which leaders work has never been more complex or challenging. Games 
You Can Play will help you navigate this environment with confidence. 
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Introduction 
 
Made in the USA – The Perfect Athlete 
 
“Some guys think the most important thing in life is their jobs, the stock market, 
whatever. To me, it was my kids. The question I asked myself was, how well could a kid 
develop if you provided him with the perfect environment?” – Marv Marinovich, 2001 
 
Marv’s son, Todd Marinovich, was designed to be the greatest American-football player 
of all time, a shining example for the sports community of what cutting-edge American 
twentieth-century sports performance, science, nutrition, exercise and training could 
produce. If previous football players were legends, Todd would be like nothing the game 
had ever experienced – the best ever, physically and psychologically.  
 
Using his experience as an ex-pro player turned coach, Marv Marinovich designed a 
blueprint for the perfect athlete, implementing strict control mechanisms and putting into 
place the kind of systematic training régime championed by Eastern Bloc countries.  
 
The master plan was set into motion while Todd was still in the womb, with the aim of 
producing a record-breaking, title-winning machine. Marv gave Todd’s mother a strict 
diet to follow during pregnancy, which forbade the use of salt, sugar, alcohol or tobacco. 
When Todd was born he was fed only fresh vegetables, fruits and raw milk.  
 
Next came the physical conditioning phase and introduction to sport – football in 
particular. Todd was given a toy football to sleep with; physical conditioning and training 
started with play on a balance beam, moving on to stretching hamstrings and ‘medicine 
ball’ lifting with packages of sugar. From there, the intensity increased throughout Todd’s 
childhood and adolescent years. Marv hired a set of advisors and coaches to help Todd 
with all aspects of his game skills, training and competition.  
 
At 16 years old, Todd had never eaten any kind of junk food. His diet was strictly 
controlled to avoid refined sugar and flour, processed dairy products, and beef with 
hormones. If he went to a birthday party he would take specially prepared cake, ice 
cream and home-made catsup prepared with honey. These were major inconveniences 
and sacrifices for a teenager to endure, so it was a good thing that Marv’s plan began to 
pay off. 
 
Todd began to break every record in the book. He became the first 15-year-old freshman 
quarterback to start a varsity-high football game (normally reserved for 18/19 year-olds). 
He broke the all-time Orange County, California passing record, and then went on to 
break the U.S. national high-school record. In the space of two years, Todd won all the 
major American high-school sports award. Then in 1990 came the ultimate accolade, with 
Todd appearing on the cover of Sports Illustrated magazine alongside the headline; 
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'ROBO QB: The Making of a Perfect Athlete.' The article, 'Bred to be a Superstar', 
outlined the unique upbringing and development that had enabled him to become the 
‘perfect quarterback’.   
 
Behind the scenes some problems began to surface. It was nothing out of the ordinary 
American household or teenager growing pains: divorcing parents, changing schools and 
moving in with his father. But the changing personal conditions were a roller-coaster ride 
that resulted in Todd developing social anxiety. He began using marijuana to relieve the 
pressure of sporting events.  
 
During Todd’s last year of high school every major college university football progamme 
in America lined up to recruit Todd. The pressure increased: in Todd’s words, and as 
Marv’s ‘perfect athlete’ blueprint had designed, ‘It means not only where I will play 
football, but most likely, who I will marry, who my best friends for life will be, and where I 
will live.’ Todd chose the USC Trojans (University of Southern California), a college 
football powerhouse steeped in tradition from 1888. USC had won 11 national 
championship titles and sent more college players to the professional NFL Draft than any 
other university in history. With this as the backdrop there was a high level of expectation 
and pressure for Todd’s perfect football debut – not only from Todd himself but his 
father, the coach, the team, the school, and the nation.  
 
When Todd left home for the university something happened amidst all the management, 
measurement, analysis, control and perfection. The something was change. The change 
in living conditions and environment posed new challenges off field, as well as on-field in 
football. Of course, this is what all first-year university students experience when they 
move away from home for the first time: freedom, temptation, risk, parties, girls, drinking 
and drugs. But in Todd’s position, it all came with a ‘Premier VIP Pass’ to anything he 
wanted and could possibly dream of.  
 
Whatever the circumstances, change requires you to be able to adapt or learn new skills 
to cope and survive. Despite his success during his first year (named by The Sporting 
News College Freshman of the Year, Todd did not adapt well. It was a culture shock, all at 
once and unexpected, and the stress began to accumulate. At one point distractions and 
pressure forced him to leave school to seek refuge with his mother, explaining, ‘I wish I 
could go somewhere else and be someone else. I don't want to be Todd Marinovich.’ 
 
The total sum of Todd’s four-year college and two-year professional football career was 
characterised by erratic-but-splendid peaks alongside dark valleys of performance, game 
after game, season after season, on and off the field. During the entire time there was a 
backdrop of personal/professional problems: conflict with coaches and other players, 
drug and alcohol abuse, arrests and arraignments, legal battles, and going in and out of 
rehabilitation.  
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The point of this story is not to judge or condemn Todd or his father. In fact they had 
good, crystal-clear intentions. It’s what many another parents, players or coaches might 
do to achieve extraordinary performance when they sense potential in sport or hobby; 
you see this manifest in varying degrees every week around the world in local sports 
clubs, communities and competitive games. Marv and Todd were just using every 
resource, tactic, technique and strategy available in twentieth-century sports performance 
and management.  
 
Or were they?  
 
As a coach or leader – whatever your role, sport or country you come from – this story 
should raise a lot of interesting questions: 
 

- What other resources were available?  
- Why did they only choose to use certain approaches and not others? 
- Does the perfect athlete exist and if so, can you create one?  
- Could Marv’s master plan have worked in another sport and different environment?  
- How do you effectively support this type of drive, ambition and athlete?  

 
What you should first begin to understand is the DNA of U.S. sport is quite particular (as 
is the case with every country). In the U.S. the entire sporting system is built around 
achieving at the highest levels of performance possible, around winning by achieving 
perfection. Everything supports this thinking: owners, stakeholders, organisations, 
coaches, managers, clubs, schools, universities, commercial services, the media and 
sports finance.  
 
On one hand this is part of the reason why the U.S. sport industry leads competitiveness, 
innovation, success and achievement. Sport has evolved from a simple pastime into a 
sophisticated profession with the most cutting-edge systems in quantitative analysis, 
information, measurement, management, control, strategy and planning – from little-
league teams to the multibillion-dollar university system.  
 
On the other hand, Todd’s story is an unhealthy expression of the sport-industry 
leadership’s focus on the extreme push for the ultimate in athletic perfection. Continued 
pressure of this nature can have diminishing returns or even disastrous, life-changing 
consequences. In some cases, it actually gets in the way of an athlete, eclipsing their true 
potential both in sport and as a human being. Put simply, some people react well to 
pressure, others don’t. A sports system that suits only those who thrive on pressure is 
unsustainable.  
 
The other thing bearing on Todd’s story is something you’re probably already noticing in 
your sport. Year after year it’s becoming increasingly more complex. The pace of change 
affects the entire range of sports activity, from finance to science, rules and regulations to 
sports-management structures. Complexity makes things less clear and problem solving 
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much harder. It becomes more difficult to operate, manage, train, develop, perform and 
win. Adaptability is key – and sticking to a master plan through thick or thin is the 
antithesis of adaptability. 
 
This book is an invitation to join the next-generation leaders in sport, those who 
effectively transition into and manage twenty-first century demands. The present and 
future of sport will rest in the hands of leaders who can deal with complexity, adapt to 
change and solve difficult problems. These might sound like a stretch of mind and matter 
and you are right, this is not to be taken lightly. We’re living in unprecedented times, 
where there are new ground rules to experience the meaning of winning in twenty-first 
century sport. If you don’t take this on, you could end up feeling like a sluggish, clumsy 
dinosaur trying to move in the age of tetra-bit speed digital technology. There has never 
been a better place or time in the history to ‘re-boot’ and upgrade your leadership 
system.  


